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Schema
building

Frustrations and 
challenges in 

teaching reading

OUTCOMES

• Examine current theories of 
reading and vocabulary 
development

• Explore practical applications of 
these theories.

How readers 
construct 
meaning
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Bottom-upprocessing

Bottom-up processing

• Starting from sounds and letters to 
make meaning

• Identifying words and structures
• Focus on vocabulary, grammar, 

organization
• Can include text features such as title, 

subtitles, text types

Top-down processing

Top-down processing

•Comprehension resides in the reader
•Reader uses background knowledge 
and makes predictions

•Teacher focus is on meaning-
generating activities (Anderson 2008)
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Interactive processing

Interactive processing

• Readers use bottom-up and top-
down processes simultaneously

• Higher and lower-level processes 
influence each other (Hedgcock & 
Ferris, 2009)

Bottom up, top down, or 
interactive?

1. Schema-building to 
activate background 
knowledge

2. Learn new words before 
reading

3. Study how passive 
voice is used in a story.

4. Underline a grammar 
structure or verb tense

5. Read for overall 
meaning, not stopping 
for unfamiliar words

6. Write a paragraph 
using information from 
two different texts.

Shhhh. Time is up.

Bottom up, top down, or 
interactive?

1. Schema-building to 
activate background 
knowledge

2. Learn new words before 
reading

3. Study how passive 
voice is used in a story.

4. Underline a grammar 
structure or verb tense

5. Read for overall 
meaning, not stopping 
for unfamiliar words

6. Write a paragraph 
using information from 
two different texts.

What
are your top 
3 principles 
for teaching reading?
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Shhhh. Time is up.

Principles
of teaching

reading:

an 
overview

Main sources of ideas

a.                 b.                  c.               d.      

1.                  2.                 3.              4.

a.                 b.                  c.               d.      

1.                  2.                 3.              4.

Paul Nation Neil Anderson Bill GrabeCheryl Zimmerman

1. Develop word recognition skills

2. Move from sentence-level to 
discourse-level processing
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Alice Goes to a Hardware Store for Bug Spray (from  Boyd & Boyd) 

A. “Let’s see,” said Mary, picking up another can, supposed to kill crawling insects—what 
does yours say?”

B. “Surely it’s not that bad,” said Mary, following Alice into the store. “You don’t have any 
roaches, do you? I hate roaches.”

C. “Why are you pulling in here, Alice?” Mary asked. “I thought you were done shopping.”

D. “Wow!” Mary replied. “You don’t need bug spray—you need an exterminator.”

E. “Well, these two should do it then.” Mary said, starting for the checkout counter.

F. “Bug spray?” Mary repeated. “Are you having trouble with bugs?”

G. “Well, that’s the next step,” Alice said, picking up a can of bug spray. “If this doesn’t 
work I’m going to see my landlord and demand he call an exterminator.”

H. “Am I having trouble with bugs? You name them, I’ve got them,” Alice said, getting out 
of her car.

I. “Not so fast, Mary. I need something for flying insects, too. I’ve got a wasps’ nest in my 
hall closet.”

J. “I just want to run in here to the hardware store and get some bug spray,” Alice 
answered.

K. “Roaches, silverfish, spiders, centipedes—why, I even found some ants in my 
bedroom today,” Alice answered.

L. “This one’s especially for ants,” Alice replied. 

Alice Goes to a Hardware Store for Bug Spray (from  Boyd & Boyd) 

C. “Why are you pulling in here, Alice?” Mary asked. “I thought you were done shopping.”

J. “I just want to run in here to the hardware store and get some bug spray,” Alice 
answered.

F. “Bug spray?” Mary repeated. “Are you having trouble with bugs?”

H. “Am I having trouble with bugs? You name them, I’ve got them,” Alice said, getting out 
of her car.

B. “Surely it’s not that bad,” said Mary, following Alice into the store. “You don’t have any 
roaches, do you? I hate roaches.”

K. “Roaches, silverfish, spiders, centipedes—why, I even found some ants in my 
bedroom today,” Alice answered.

D. “Wow!” Mary replied. “You don’t need bug spray—you need an exterminator.”

G. “Well, that’s the next step,” Alice said, picking up a can of bug spray. “If this doesn’t 
work I’m going to see my landlord and demand he call an exterminator.”

A. “Let’s see,” said Mary, picking up another can, supposed to kill crawling insects—what 
does yours say?”

L. “This one’s especially for ants,” Alice replied. 

E. “Well, these two should do it then.” Mary said, starting for the checkout counter.

I. “Not so fast, Mary. I need something for flying insects, too. I’ve got a wasps’ nest in my 
hall closet.”

3. Develop lessons structured around 
pre- during- and post-

reading activities 4. Use both intensive 
and extensive reading
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Rate
5. Increase 

reading speed

Q: Skills for Success Reading and Writing 2 Q: Skills for Success Reading and Writing 2

Usually in a test like this, there would need to be 40-50 empty spaces 
to reach a good level of reliability. The words must be taken out 
according to a plan. Every fifth word can be left out, or every sixth or 
seventh, etc. but it must be done in a regular way. A line is drawn to 
show each missing word. Usually the first sentence in the text has no 
words removed. There are two ways of marking. One way is to accept 
any sensible answer or acceptable alternative. Another way is to accept 
only the words that are exactly the same as the ones left out.  This last 
way is the easiset for the teacher and gives the same result. That is, 
the marks of the learners will be different when you mark in the two 
different ways, but the learners in a class will be ranked in the same 
order. The cloze test does the same job as a multiple-choice test and is 
much easier to make. In exact replacement marking, learners are not 
expected to be able to get every item correct. The cloze test was 
originally designed not to measure learners but to measure the 
readability of texts.  Nation, 2009.

6. Focus attention on 
vocabulary development skills
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Principle:  Focus attention on 
vocabulary development skills

How many words are 
in a large English 
dictionary?

a. 65,000

b. 90,000

c.115,000

d.267,000

How many words are 
in a large dictionary?

a. 65,000

b. 90,000

c.115,000

d.267,000

How many words does a 
native speaker know? 

a. 5,000
b. 10,000
c. 20,000
d. 40,000

How many words does a 
typical native speaker know?

a. 5,000
b. 10,000
c. 20,000
d. 40,000
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How many words does a 
language learner need to  
know?

How many words does a 
language learner need to  
know?

“A very large number.”  
(Nation 2001)

What level of reading 
vocabulary is fun, challenging, 
or frustrating for students?

What level of reading 
vocabulary is fun, challenging, 
or frustrating for students?

98% of words fun
95% of words challenging
<90% of words frustrating

Vocabulary Development Activities

• Using a dictionary

• Recognizing word families

• Identifying affixes and roots

• Understanding collocations

• Guessing meaning from 
context
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Q: Skills for Success Reading and Writing 2

Not all vocabulary words 
are created equal

Word frequency

• 1st 1000 words 70%

• 2nd 1000 words 80%

• Academic word list 88-90%

• Other . . . . . . 

Types of vocabulary

• High frequency words

• Academic words

• Low frequency words

• Technical words
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Checking on the vocabulary level

Use a vocabulary profiler such as this 
one at the English Centre at the 
University of Hong Kong

http://ec.hku.hk/vocabulary/profile.htm

Vocabulary Profiler Results

Frequency Percentage

1 - 1000 words 703 92.1%

1001 - 2000 words 42 5.5%

AWL words 5 0.6%

Off-list words 13 1.7%

Vocabulary Profiler Results
• 1 - 1000: a about accept addition after agree agreement 

allow also always an and are as at bad be because bills 
both broke brothers build business businesses but buy 
by car cared carried change child children college color 
could couldn counting course day describe didn difficult 
dollars done each easy enjoy enjoyed enough escape 
even every everything expected fact families family. . .

• 1001 - 2000: afford arguments baby clothes customer 
customers ducks during dusting exactly fun hated 
holidays hungry ice lesson lessons lot lots lucky nice 
parents proud rabbits restaurant salary shelves shop 
sweeping worried 

• AWL: adult appreciate communicate eventually jobs 
• Off-list: budget chutney dusty feeding london menu 

pakistan shy talents teenager untrained woodworking 
yelling 
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7. Explicitly teach 
strategies

8. Develop 
and 
maintain 
motivation

9. Move towards 
learner autonomy

Interactive processing
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Thanks to the many photographers on Flickr 
who provided their photos under a Creative 

Commons license

Woman reading by subway Simon Carrasco
Pen and writing Nadia Badaoui
Top down convertible “emdot”
Strategies “noagh”
Speed Dan DeChiaro
Scaffolding Kevin Dooley
Scaffolding Cezary Borysiuk
Refrigerator words Joshua Barnett
Question mark Ethan Lofton
Q Thomas Bower
Bottom up Judith Green
Spaghetti recipe Jakob Montrasio
Bearded man reading Ulisse Albiati
Boy on bicycle “woodleywonderworks”

Thanks to the many photographers on Flickr 
who provided their photos under a Creative 

Commons license

Processor Karl Ludwig Poggemann
Principles “sarahg”
Pink flowers Eduardo Deboni
Woman w magnifying glass Mike Kline
Written list sunshinecity
Keyhole Sean McGrath
Jumbled Type Pink Sherbet Photography/D 

Sharon Pruitt
Highlighted book “rocknroll guitar”
Handwritten script “pareeeica”
Interactive Cameron Russell
Divers Robert S. Digby

Resources

Questions

Download a copy of these and 
other PowerPoint slides at

www.joemcveigh.org

joe@joemcveigh.org

Download copies of a version of these 
PowerPoint slides at

www.joemcveigh.org/resources

Thank you !


